Abstract-We introduce a hybrid (discrete-continuous) safety controller which enforces strict state and input constraints on a system-but only acts when necessary, preserving transparent operation of the original system within some safe region of the state space. We define this space using a MinQuadratic Barrier function, which we construct along the equilibrium manifold using the Lyapunov functions which result from linear matrix inequality controller synthesis for locally valid uncertain linearizations. We also introduce the concept of a barrier pair, which makes it easy to extend the approach to include trajectory-based augmentations to the safe region, in the style of LQR-Trees. We demonstrate our controller and barrier pair synthesis method in simulation-based examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Controllers which ensure safe operation of dynamic systems despite un-trusted inputs are widely appreciated for their straightforward safety verification. They find application where safety is critical, and also where input foresight is unavailable. These systems must first guarantee future satisfaction of both state and input constraints on the dynamic system-with input limits being a critical complicating factor. As was famously argued in the first Bode lecture, input limits on the fuel rod controller explain the signal behavior minutes before the Chernobyl reactor's nuclear melt-down [1] . A natural secondary goal is to maximize the region of the state space that the controller certifies as safe to use.
Unlike the reference governor [2] , which enforces state constraints by way of constrained model predictive control [3] , safety controllers for nonlinear systems use the sub-level sets of a scalar function-a Lyapunov function, or one of several relaxations-to encode information about the safe region boundary.
Several barrier Lyapunov nonlinear approaches start by building a Lyapunov function which is infinite within the unsafe region. Backstepping [4] and adaptive control techniques [5] can then guarantee safety, if not input limits. Less restrictive barrier functions and barrier certificates must decrease only at the boundary [6] -the sub-level set of zero. Barrier functions have been extended to PDEs [7] , and dynamical segregation in arbitrary manifolds [8] . Barrier Lyapunov functions can be constructed from a Lyapunov function and a barrier function [9] , but finding such functions is the classical art of nonlinear control practitioners. for systemẍ = u with position limit (b lines), velocity limit (c lines) and acceleration or input limit (d lines). We approximate region (a) with (e), the zero sub-level set of our min-Quadratic barrier function, which is a union of robustly invariant ellipsoids (f) centered about various points on the equilibrium manifold.
A control Lyapunov function [11] merely needs to be capable of decreasing everywhere, and control barrier functions [12] relax limitations on the choice of scalar function to the utmost-but still leaves the construction of such functions, and the bounding of the input, as an art. The secondary, or non-safety control objectives can be combined into a composite function [13] , or added to the optimization which determines the input [9] , [14] , [15] , but doing so alters the original controller's behavior everywhere. In particular, [14] and [15] emphasize that high relative order constraints require careful adjustments to the boundary function to avoid large inputs.
Automatic synthesis of barrier certificates through sum of squares (SoS) optimization [16] has emerged as the standard solution to this design-burden issue, and has been adopted in safety verification [17] , and region of attraction estimation [18] for already designed controllers in the presence of constraints. Most ambitiously, the LQR-Tree algorithm [19] , [20] attempts to map out the entire backwards-reachable state space using the union of funnels-the sub-level sets of trajectory tracking LQR Lyapunov functions. The LQRTree strategy could potentially be adapted to safety control, but remains structurally plagued by the non-conservative polynomial approximation of the dynamics, inability to exploit choices available during controller design, and-despite efforts to improve the speed by sacrificing guarantees [21] dimensional explosion of the SoS sub-problem, trajectory optimization sub-problem, and the tree structure in the full state space [20] .
Construction of a safe region can also be pursued through polyhedral sets [22] . This approach offers a necessary and sufficient condition for safety of polytopic linear differential inclusion models, improving over the merely sufficient conditions which result from quadratic Lyapunov function synthesis. However polyhedral sets scale badly in high Accepted for publication at ACC 2018! c 2018 IEEE dimensions, and are difficult to incorporate into synthesis problems.
Linear matrix inequality (LMI) controller synthesis problems (c.f. [23] ) offer a conservative way to certify invariant ellipsoids as safe-and design controllers to maximize their area. Such invariant ellipsoids have been applied to input and state constrained linear systems [24] , and it has been shown that under these conditions the convex hull of the regions is also invariant-for ellipsoids sharing a center. The lessexplored, non-convex min-quadratic function (mentioned in [25] for same-center ellipsoids)-which bears similarity to the minimization over quadratics that runs once to select the starting funnel in [21] -is more easily adapted to our purpose.
In this paper we propose to use linear differential inclusions to approximate a nonlinear system at a grid of equilibriums-each a conservative approximation of the nonlinear model within some region of validity. For each equilibrium we use an LMI to find the linear feedback and quadratic Lyapunov function such that the function's unity-sublevel set satisfies all state and input constraints while certifying the largest volume region. Our min-quadratic barrier function is the minimum over all of these quadratic Lyapunov functions-minus one so that the 0-sub-level set is an approximation of the safe region. This produces an approximate safe region which is the union of ellipsoids, region e in Fig. 1 .
The ideal safety controller, in our view, would adhere exactly to Fig. 1 's region (a), applying either no input, or limit-saturated input as soon as the state hits the boundary of the safe region. This strategy relies on being able to compute this region, but this is only feasible in SISO systems of order less than 2, in which case the safety boundary can be found by a series of integrations [10] , [26] , [27] . In that spirit we apply a control guaranteed to reduce the min-quadratic barrier function only near zero, ensuring that trajectories which stay within a level set are unaffected by the safety control.
We demonstrate our technique by constructing the region in which an inverted pendulum can balance, subject to speed and input limits-demonstrating the natural emergence of an exponential deceleration limit near the point where the force of gravity overwhelms the pendulum. We also simulate the high relative order behavior of a series elastic actuator under position and motor effort constraints.
II. BARRIER PAIRS

A. Problem Statement
We consider the problem of designing a safety controller K and safe region X 0 for the system Σ 0 :
which forms a safe closed loop system Σ s , guaranteed to satisfy constraints x ∈ X and u ∈ U indefinitely, for all initial states in X 0 ⊆ X .
B. Barrier Pairs
Since we have input constraints, we define a concept to stand in for the standard notion of barrier functions.
Definition 1: A Barrier Pair is a pair of functions (B, k) with two properties: invariance and constraint satisfaction;
Using notationB to mean the (minimally-restrictive) upper right-hand Dini derivative with respect to time. Note that apart from the generalization of the derivative, this definition is more stringent than a barrier function, since not only B but also B − ∀ 0 ≥ > −1 must be a barrier function for the systemẋ = f (x) + g(x)k(x). Additionally, while barrier functions can be expected to hold for a saturated-input system, they do not themselves uphold limits on the inputs. These requirements on B also impose a constraint which is not present in (nor particularly convenient to include in) the definition of control barrier functions, that
Barrier pairs permit a (discontinuous) version of [12] 's Theorem 7 with a claim on the input bound:
Proposition 1: Given system Σ 0 , a barrier pair (B, k), and a partially known policy, for any 0 ≥ > −1
, Σ s is safe and X 0 can be chosen
The lower bound on B(x) in the invariance condition (2) allows for Lyapunov functions, which do not decrease at the origin-or which, in some uncertain systems, do not decrease inside the boundary of a residual set-to be used in a barrier pair (after some minor shifting and scaling).
C. Barrier Pair LMI Subproblem
Consider a linear differential inclusion (LDI) model [23] which approximates Σ 0 near an equilibrium 1 -a robust linearization. We will focus on polytopic LDIs operator Co denoting convex hull, which approximate Σ 0 near an equilibrium (x e , u e ) : f (x e ) + g(x e )u e = 0.
This allows a fairly standard set of LMI constraints to determine a positive definite matrix Q, and full state feedback matrix K such that-defining scalar B(x) (x − x e ) T Q −1 (x−x e )−1 and ellipsoidal region E {x | B(x) ≤ 0}-when u = k(x) u e + K(x − x e ) and x ∈ E, then B(x) + 1 is a quadratic Lyapunov function, x satisfies all state constraints, and u satisfies all input constraints.
Following the standard trick [23] to make this type of problem convex, we define Y KQ as an optimization variable-and extract K from Y and Q after the problem is solved.
State constraints from (7) are enforced such that x ∈ E =⇒ |a
And input constraints in the form
are added to ensure
And finally, to maximize the volume of the ellipsoid E, we maximize the log of the determinant of Q-a concave cost function [23] . With a numerical tolerance ε > 0, and a minimum exponential decay rate λ > 0, our sub-problem is to maximize Q, Y log(det(Q)) subject to Q εI
Which naturally provides a barrier pair (B, k) if the problem is feasible. k 1 ), (B 2 , k 2 ) , . . . , (B N , k N ), the pair comprising the min-barrier function
D. Combining Barrier Pairs
and control input
(B, k), is also a barrier pair. 3 This input is occasionally ambiguous. The choice does not matter.û Fig. 2 : Block diagram, re-purposed from [12] , showing a safety controller K in feedback with the original system Σ 0 to produce a safe system Σ s . The safety controller chooses either to be completely transparent (u =û) or apply the known-to-be-safe input u = k(x). 
and in particular an n ∈ N : k(x) = k n (x). Assuming first that −1 < B(x) ≤ 0 and u = k(x),
since (B n , k n ) is a barrier pair, u = k(x) = k n (x), and −1 < B(x) = B n (x) ≤ 0. This demonstrates (2) . As for (3), using the same choice of n,
We note that this combination technique is very similar to the initial funnel lookup operation in the LQR-Trees algorithm. Moreover, if they provide certain guarantees, funnels imply the existence of a barrier pair.
Proposition 3: A funnel comprising a trajectory-centered Lyapunov function V (t, x) (= V t (x)) and control k(t, x) (= k t (x)) for all t ∈ [0, ∞] (note the extended reals), such that the funnel volume-the union of unity sub-level sets of V t ∀ t ∈ [0, ∞]-satisfies all state constraints (V t (x) < 1 =⇒ x ∈ X ) and input constraints (V t (x) < 1 =⇒ k t (x) ∈ U) guarantees the existence of a barrier pair (B, k) formed according to the following continuous parameter versions of (11) and (12):
This pair is the combination of an infinite list of pairs (V t − 1, k t ), parameterized by a time parameter, each of which upholds constraint satisfaction (3), but does not individually have invariance (2)-unless they happen to be equilibriumcentered. Proof: For any x inside the funnel such that ∃ t ∈ [0, ∞] | 0 < V t (x) ≤ 1, the funnel Lyapunov function satisfiesV < 0. Consider the instantaneous t ∈ arg min
Indicating that (B, k) satisfies (2). Note that, especially when the invariant funnel is large or the original trajectory is near to intersecting itself, applying k(x) is an entirely different behavior compared to applying k(t, x)-the barrier pair discards the information from the funnel's time parameterization.
III. HYBRID SAFETY CONTROLLER Equipped with barrier pair (B, k), with its potentially non-smooth k, we opt for an explicitly discontinuous safety controller ( Fig. 2) with a simple state machine (Fig. 3) to produce hysteretic behavior-reminiscent of [6] 's second example of a safe hybrid system.
Behavior is tuned by two near-zero thresholds¯ and¯ , 0 ≥¯ >¯ > −1. As¯ →¯ , the safety controller enforces the inequality constraint B ≤¯ , and as¯ → −1 it returns the system to the nearest equilibrium after each run-in with the safety limits. Detuning¯ from the ideal of zero can only reduce X 0 , but offers a hedge against real-world noisy signals in the computation of B(x). The gap between¯ and indirectly sets the rate of back and forth switching when the system is up against the limit.
In the examples, we use a min-quadratic barrier pairsimply the combination of those barrier pairs resulting from the LMI sub-problem. We therefore expect that applying the control k(x) guarantees exponential convergence to one of the equilibriums-though which one, and whether the system will transition between local control laws as it settles is not clear before hand. (This behavior is later visualized in Fig. 7 .) The original equilibriums now represent the multiple minima of B, all of them sharing the minimum value −1. Note that the model on which the LMI is based is trusted even at high frequencies, and claims a decrease in B the instant the control law is suddenly enabled. Deviation from this ideal behavior must be compensated for when tuning the switching thresholds, or uncertain models which are trusted (to be sufficiently uncertain) at high frequencies must be used.
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section, we provide two simulation examples demonstrating the operation of the hybrid safety controller. The first example is a second order unstable nonlinear system, an inverted pendulum 4 (Fig. 4) . The second example is a spring-mass system with 1 input and 4 states-which we use to explore the behavior near high relative-order constraints.
In both examples, we use only equilibrium-centered barrier pairs-generated using our example LMI subproblem. 4 We imagine a pendulum for which falling is a catastrophic failure. Inverted pendulum model with natural position limit θ c -a "point of no return"-due to input limit −τ ≤ τ ≤τ , which causes θ c to be a critical point in the flow field for τ = −τ and −θ c to be one in the flow field for τ =τ .
In our approach such points are implicitly treated as on the boundary of the unsafe set.
A. Inverted Pendulum System
We consider an inverted pendulum (Fig. 4 , m = 1kg, l = 1.213m, g = 9.8m/s/s), with safe region
and dynamics ml 2θ = τ + mgl · sin(θ). Linearizing around equilibrium θ e , τ e , with a validity
whereζ = max θ:|θ−θe|<α ζ(θ) represents a bound on linearization error,
While it is possible to analytically calculate this bound, it is also simple to compute via one dimensional brute force search. 6 This brings us to the LMI subproblems: we construct 50 barrier pairs to approximate the safe region using ellipsoids, and then combine them-forming a barrier pair with a min-quadratic barrier function. Grid density is empirically tuned-checking for ellipsoid coverage does not scale well.
In the simulation (Fig. 5) , the inverted pendulum system is protected by the safety controller, with the safe system Σ s itself in a feedback configuration with a reference tracking controller. We demonstrate the behavior using three references. For a reference exceeding position bounds (Fig. 5  a,b) , the pendulum stops very close to the position bound and returns to tracking after the reference returns to X 0 . In the mean time, constraints are enforced by high speed switching. For a reference exceeding velocity bounds (Fig. 5  c,d ), the pendulum stalls at the maximum allowable velocity. For a reference which would just barely push this inputlimited unstable system past the point of no return (Fig. 5  e,f) , the pendulum begins to rail the deceleration in advance of impact, and comes to a full stop in the safe region. When the reference returns to X 0 it is moving relatively fast, and the reference-tracker has to exceed this speed to catch up. While this last-second deceleration behavior is not as perfect as is possible with second order systems, it is close-and this is encouraging for the higher order systems for which no equally simple policy exists.
The time plots (Fig. 5 a,c,d) show the pendulum never violates any state or input limits during the tasks. By comparing the time plots between positions and inputs, the safety controller only applies k(x) when it is necessary. The chattering (fast switching) of the input happens because our ≈¯ ≈ 0. When the pendulum is in the safety region, the performance of the reference tracking controller is preserved.
B. Double Spring-Mass
A series elastic actuator can be conceptually modeled as a dual spring-mass system (Fig 6) with M 1 as the motor, M 2 as the output inertia, and u as the motor effort (M 1 = M 2 = 1, K = 1). The safe constraints includes position limits, velocity limits, motor effort limits, and spring deflection 
is valid in any point of the safe region. We use 50 barrier pairs to approximate the safe state space region.
30 trajectories are simulated on each of the 6 2D projections (Fig. 7) of the state space. These trajectories start from the edge of the min-quadratic barrier and converge to one of its 50 minima, and these projections offer a glimpse into the approximation performance of our strategy in this four dimensional space-which notably allows very tight adherence to the position limits in input, output, and spring deflection states.
V. DISCUSSION
This paper presents a synthesis method for controllers that guarantee future satisfaction of all state constraints, subject to input-limited dynamics, by taking advantage of the guarantees available through LMI-based controller synthesis using trusted LDI models. We introduced the concept of barrier pairs-which make it easier to reason about the satisfaction of input limits-and a min-quadratic barrier in particular, as a simple means of combining the results of many LMI-synthesis problems. And we distinguish our work by addressing input constraints, and by synthesizing the barrier function and the controller together-so that the controller choices, which can significantly alter the shape of B(x), are used to maximize its volume. In the presence of input constraints, this controller synthesis sub-problem will choose the invariant ellipse to avoid the critical points and critical-point-terminating trajectories which represent dynamic limitations due to input limits.
